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The thesis consists of two parts. In the first part, we prove optimal L2 estimates of the restrictions
to a family of curves of the eigenfunctions on general compact smooth 3-dimensional Riemannian
manifolds. This family includes geodesics, smooth curves with nonvanishing geodesic curvatures,
and those curves satisfying certain finite-type condition, such as all the analytic curves on analytic
manifolds. These results sharpen the corresponding bounds of Burq, Gérard and Tzvetkov [5], Hu
[12], Chen and Sogge [8]. We show that the problem is essentially related to Hilbert transforms
along curves in the plane and a class of singular oscillatory integrals studied by Phong and Stein[17],
Ricci and Stein[20], Pan[16], Seeger[21], Carbery and Pérez[6], Nagel and Wainger [15].
In the second part of the thesis, we show that one can obtain logarithmic improvements of L2
geodesic restriction estimates for eigenfunctions on 3-dimensional compact Riemannian manifolds
with constant negative curvature. We obtain a plog λq´
1
2 gain for the L2-restriction bounds, which
improves the corresponding bounds of Burq, Gérard and Tzvetkov [5], Hu [12], Chen and Sogge [8].
We achieve this by adapting the approaches developed by Chen and Sogge [8], Blair and Sogge [3],
Xi and the author [27]. We derive an explicit formula for the wave kernel on 3D hyperbolic space,
which improves the kernel estimates from the Hadamard parametrix in Chen and Sogge [8]. We
prove detailed oscillatory integral estimates with fold singularities by Phong and Stein [18] and use
the Poincaré half-space model to establish bounds for various derivatives of the distance function
restricted to geodesic segments on the universal cover H3.
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estimates and Hilbert transforms
along curves
1.1 Introduction
Let pM, gq be a compact smooth n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, n ě 2, and let ∆g be the




so that λ ě 0 is the eigenvalue of the operator
a
´∆g. For the classical results on L
ppMq norms of
eλ, see Sogge [23]. For 2 ď p ď 8,
}eλ}LppMq ď Cλ
δppq,







For recent improvements on nonpositively curved manifolds, see Bérard [1], Hassell and Tacy [9],
Hazari and Rivière [11], Blair and Sogge [3][4], Sogge [22].
Lp-estimates have been established for the restriction of eigenfunctions to submanifolds by Burq,





where Σ is a smooth submanifold of dimension k, 1 ď k ă n,














and one can take









2 pk, pq “ pn´ 2, 2q,
0 otherwise.
For example, for k “ 1,













p 4 ă p ď 8






, p ě 2, n ě 3.
Note that the exponents σpn, k, pq agree with Sogge’s exponents δppq when k “ n. All results are
sharp on the sphere Sn, except for the log loss.
For recent improvements about the restriction to submanifolds on nonpositively curved manifolds,
see Chen [7], Chen and Sogge [8], Blair and Sogge [3], Xi and Zhang [27], Hezari [10], Blair [2], Zhang
[28].
Here we limit the discussion for n “ 3 and the restriction to the smooth curve γ : ra, bs Ñ M
parametrized by arc length. Burq, Gérard and Tzvetkov [5], Hu [12] showed that
}eλ}Lppγq ď Cpλ
1´ 1p }eλ}L2pMq, p ą 2, (1.1.2)






which are not saturated on S3. Chen and Sogge [8] showed that the log λ can be removed if γ is
a geodesic segment, by using the L2-boundedness of Hilbert transform. So whether the log loss
in (1.1.3) can be removed for general smooth curves on general manifolds is an interesting open
problem.
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The problem is related to the singular integral operators Tλ are of the form
Tλfptq “ p.v.
ż
eiλφpt,sqpt´ sq´1apt, sqfpsqds, (1.1.4)
where φ is smooth, λ is real, and a P C80 pR2q. These operators and their generalizations in higher
dimensions have been studied by Phong and Stein [17], Ricci and Stein [20], Pan [16], Seeger [21],
Carbery and Pérez [6]. It was shown in [17, p.117] that uniform L2pRq estimates of Tλ can be applied












where η P C80 pR2q and δ ą 0 is suitably small. Pan [16, Theorem 2] proved that Tλ is uniformly
bounded on L2pRq if one imposes a weak finite type condition: the mixed derivative φ2ts does not
vanish of infinite order on supp a (e.g. the phase function φ is real-analytic). Later, Seeger [21],
Carbery and Pérez [6] considered certain “flat” cases where the finite type condition is not satisfied.
In the model case, φpt, sq “ ψpt ´ sq, Nagel, Vance, Wainger and Weinberg [14] proved necessary
and sufficient conditions in the case that ψ is even(or odd) and convex. Nagel and Wainger [15,
Theorem 4.1] found an odd smooth function ψptq on r´1, 1s, which vanishes of infinite order at t “ 0,
such that the Hilbert transform H along the curve pt, ψptqq is unbounded on L2pR2q. This implies
that the operators Tλ may not be uniformly bounded on L
2pRq if the finite type condition in [16,
Theorem 2] is removed.
In this chapter, we extend Chen-Sogge’s results [8, Theorem 1] on geodesics to more general
curves. Indeed, we show that the log-factor in (1.1.3) can be removed for a family of curves, including
geodesics, smooth curves with nonvanishing geodesic curvatures, and those curves satisfying certain
finite-type condition, such as all the analytic curves on analytic manifolds. These results are optimal
and saturated on the sphere S3. We use the wave kernel method and the Hadamard parametrix
to reduce the problem to the uniform L2-estimates of a class of singular integrals with oscillatory
terms. We first give an independent proof for smooth curves with nonvanishing geodesic curvature,
by using Hörmander’s oscillatory integral theorem. For more general cases, we apply the oscillatory
integral theorem in Pan [16] to the curves satisfying certain finite type condition. Throughout this
3
chapter, the injective radius ofM is sufficiently large, and using a partition of unity, we may assume
that γ is a segment contained in the domain of a given coordinate patch.
Theorem 1. Let pM, gq be a compact smooth 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let γ Ă M be
a fixed unit-length curve with nonvanishing geodesic curvatures. Then for λ " 1, there is a constant




This result is sharp on the standard sphere S3. See [5, p. 36] for the proof of sharpness. Suppose




2 s Ñ M be a
smooth curve segment parametrized by are length. Using Taylor expansion, we can give a precise
description of dgpγptq, γpsqq.
Lemma 1. We can write for t, s P r´ 12 ,
1
2 s,
dgpγptq, γpsqq “ |t´ s|p1 ´ cptqpt´ sq
2 ` dpt, t´ sqpt´ sq3q, (1.1.6)
where cptq and dpt, t ´ sq are smooth functions. And cptq ě c0 ą 0 if γ has nonvanishing geodesic
curvatures.
Proof. See Burq, Gérard and Tzvetkov [5, Lemma 4.5]. Their proof is for curves on surfaces, while
the same argument works on general n-dimensional manifolds.




2. In particular, if pM, gq
and γ are both analytic, φpt, sq P Cωr´ 12 ,
1
2 s
2. We say γ satisfies the finite type condition if the
mixed derivative φ
2






Proposition 1 ([16]). Suppose that Tλ is defined in (1.1.4), and φ
2
st does not vanish of infinite
order on supp a. Then the operators Tλ are uniformly bounded on L
p to itself, for 1 ă p ă 8.
Corollary 1. If the phase function φ is real analytic, then Tλ are uniformly bounded on L
p, for
1 ă p ă 8.
The proof can be found in [16, page 212–216]. The basic idea of the proof of Proposition 1 is to
break the operator Tλ into two parts, one supported near the origin, and the other away from the
origin. To estimate the first part, one can use approximation to the phase function by a polynomial
of sufficiently high order and then apply the Ricci-Stein theorem [20]. To estimate the second part,
one can use the finite type condition to apply the Malgrange Preparation theorem. Note that the
finite type condition is only used to estimate the second part.
4




Corollary 2. If pM, gq and γ are both analytic, then (1.1.7) holds.
Remark 1. Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 2. One may also have (1.1.7) if the finite
type condition is replaced by certain conditions in [21], [6]. It is interesting to consider whether
(1.1.7) can hold for any smooth curves (or find a counterexample), and their generalizations in
higher dimensions. Moreover, it is also interesting to know whether the operators Tλ are uniformly
bounded on L2pRq if φ is the distance function φpt, sq “ dgpγptq, γpsqqsgnpt ´ sq on any smooth
curves γ (or find a counterexample). See [15, Theorem 4.1] for a counterexample with an explicit
phase function φpt, sq “ ψpt´ sq, but this phase function is not a distance function on a curve.
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1.2 Proof of the theorems
1.2.1 Preliminaries
We start with some standard reductions. Let ρ P SpRq such that ρp0q “ 1 and supp ρ̂ Ă r´1{2, 1{2s,
then it is clear that the operator ρpλ´
a








We rewrite the kernel χpλ´
a




























Since suppχ̂ Ă r´1, 1s and the injective radius of pM, gq is sufficiently large, we may use the
Hadamard parametrix (see [1], [24]) to estimate Kpt, sq. Let κpx, yq be the vector from x to y
in the geodesic normal coordinates at x. Then dgpx, yq “ |κpx, yq|. We can write
cospτ
a










eiκpγptq,γpsqq¨ξeiτ |ξ|a˘pτ, t, s; |ξ|qdξ `Rpt, sq,
where
w P C8r´ 12 ,
1
2 s
2, wpt, tq “ 1, |t| ď 12 , (1.2.2)
|Bjτa˘pτ, t, s; |ξ|q| ď Cjp1 ` |ξ|q
´2, j “ 0, 1, 2, ...,
|Rpt, sq| ď C.
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As in Chen-Sogge [8], it is not difficult to see that the contributions of the second term and the
















p1 ` |λ´ |ξ|q´N p1 ` |ξ|q´2dξ.
For N ą 1, the last expression is uniformly bounded independent of λ.
Then we have






















































where φpt, sq “ dgpγptq, γpsqqsgnpt´ sq.









1.2.2 End of the proof of the theorems
Now it is clear that Theorem 2 follows immediately from Pan’s Proposition 1. So we only give an
independent proof of Theorem 1 here.
Let β P C80 pRq be an even function satisfying


























3 pt´ sqqfpsqds, η P C80 pRq.
First, we show that Rλ is uniformly bounded on L
2pRq by comparing it with a convolution operator.















À }η̂}1 « 1,














3 pt´ sqq|ds À
ż
|t´s|ďλ1{3
λ|t´ s|2ds À 1,
and Young’s inequality.
Clearly, a trivial bound }T jλ}L2ÑL2 ď 1 is implied by Young’s inequality. To show Tλ has a
uniform bound, we must refine it for 1 ! 2j ď λ
1
3 . Recall that









ttspt, sq “ 6cptq `Op|t´ s|q,
φ
4
tttspt, sq “ Op1q,



















Since |t ´ s| « 2´j ! 1, we have |φ
2
st| « 2
´j by our assumptions on c and d. Then by the mean
value theorem,
|ϕ1tpt, s, s
1q| “ |φ2stpt, s
2q| « 2´j , (1.2.3)
where s2 is between s and s1. Moreover, direct calculation shows
|Bkt ã| À 2
pk`2qj , |Bkt φ
2




|apt, sq||apt, s1q|dt À 2j .
One the other hand, we can use integration by parts twice to get






















À pλ|s´ s1|q´225j ,





mint2j , pλxq´225judx À λ´123j
and Young’s inequality give }T jλ}L2ÑL2 À λ
´ 12 2
3
2 j for 1 ! 2j ď λ
1
3 . Then the uniform bound of Tλ








Let pM, gq be a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, n ě 2, and let ∆g be the associated




so that λ ě 0 is the eigenvalue of the operator
a
´∆g. A classical result on the L
p-estimates of the























2 , pc ď p ď 8,
if we set pc “
2n`2
n´1 . These estimates (2.1.1) are saturated on the round sphere S
n by zonal functions
for p ě pc and for 2 ă p ď pc by the highest weight spherical harmonics. However, it is expected
that (2.1.1) can be improved for generic Riemannian manifolds. It was known that one can get log
improvements for }eλ}LppMq, pc ă p ď 8, when M has nonpositive sectional curvature. Indeed,






Recently, Hassell and Tacy [9] obtained a similar plog λq´
1
2 gain for all p ą pc.
Similar Lp-estimates have been established for the restriction of eigenfunctions to geodesic seg-
ments. Let Π denotes the space of all unit-length geodesics. The works [5], [12], [8](see also [19] for


































, if p ě 2 and n ě 3. (2.1.4)
It was known that these estimates are saturated by the highest weight spherical harmonics when
n ě 3 on round sphere Sn, as well as in the case of 2 ď p ď 4 when n “ 2, while in this case the
zonal functions saturate the bounds for p ě 4.
There are considerable works towards improving (2.1.2) for the 2-dimensional manifolds with
nonpositive curvature. Chen [7] proved a plog λq´
1
2 gain for all p ą 4. Sogge and Zelditch [25] and














Recently, using the Toponogov’s comparison theorem, Blair and Sogge [3] obtained log improvements
11
















Inspired by the works [8], [3], [22], Xi and the author [27] was able to deal with the other endpoint
p “ 4 and proved a plog log λq´
1



















In the 3-dimensional case, under the assumption of nonpositive curvature, Chen [7] also proved a
plog λq´
1















Moreover, Hezari and Rivière [11] and Hezari [10] used quantum ergodic methods to get logarithmic
improvements at critical exponents in the cases above on negatively curved manifolds for a density
one subsequence.
The purpose of this chapter is to prove a plog λq´
1
2 gain for the L2 geodesic restriction bounds on
3-dimensional compact Riemannian manifolds with constant negative curvature. We mainly follow
the approaches developed in [8], [3], [27]. We derive an explicit formula for the wave kernel on H3,
which is one of the key steps to get the plog λq´
1
2 gain. We shall lift all the calculations to the
universal cover H3 and then use the Poincaré half-space model to derive the explicit formulas of
the mixed derivatives of the distance function restricted to the unit geodesic segments. Then we
decompose the domain of the distance function and compute the bounds of various mixed derivatives
explicitly, since it was observed in [8] and [27] that the desired kernel estimates follow from the
oscillatory integral estimates and the estimates on the mixed derivatives. Moreover, whether one
can get similar logarithmic improvements on 3-dimensional manifolds with nonpositive curvature
is still an interesting open problem. One of the technical difficulties is that these manifolds may
not have sufficiently many totally geodesic submanifolds (see [8, p.458]). Throughout this chapter,
we shall assume that the injectivity radius of M is sufficiently large, and fix γ to be a unit length
geodesic segment parameterized by arclength.
Theorem 3. Let pM, gq be a 3-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold of constant negative

























Remark 2. As a final remark, we must mention a recently posted work of Blair [2]. He was
able to use geometric tools different from ours to establish bounds on the mixed partials of the
distance function on the covering manifold restricted to geodesic segements. Then he independently
proved (2.1.7) for surfaces with general nonpositive curvature and a plog λq´
1
2 `ϵ gain for (2.1.8) on
3-dimensional manifolds with constant negative curvature. Moreover, recently Professor C. Sogge
pointed out to the author that one may also get a similar plog λq´
1
2 gain for the L4 geodesic restriction
estimates on surfaces with strictly negative curvatures by using the Günther’s comparison theorem
and the Hadamard parametrix.
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2.2 Preliminaries
We start with some standard reductions. Since the uniform bound (2.1.10) follows from a standard
compactness argument in [8, p.452], we only need to prove (2.1.9). Let T " 1. Let ρ P SpRq











Choose a bump function β P C80 pRq satisfying
βpτq “ 1 for |τ | ď 3{2, and βpτq “ 0, |τ | ě 2.
By the Fourier inversion formula, we may represent the kernel of the operator χpT pλ´
a
´∆gqq as














p1 ´ βpτqqχ̂pτ{T qeiλτ pe´iτ
?
´∆g qpx, yqdτ “ K0px, yq `K1px, yq.
Then one may use a parametrix to estimate the norm of the integral operator associated with the
kernel K0pγptq, γpsqq (see [8, p.455])
}K0}L2r0,1sÑL2r0,1s ď CλT
´1. (2.2.2)
Since the kernel of χpT pλ`
a
´∆gqq is Opλ
´N q with constants independent of T , by Euler’s formula








p1 ´ βpτqqχ̂pτ{T qeiλτ pcos τ
a
´∆gqpγptq, γpsqqhpsqdsdτ. (2.2.3)
As in [8], [3], [27], we use the Hadamard parametrix and the Cartan-Hadamard theorem to lift the
calculations up to the universal cover pR3, g̃q of pM, gq. Let Γ denote the group of deck transforma-
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tions preserving the associated covering map κ : R3 Ñ M coming from the exponential map from
γp0q associated with the metric g on M . The metric g̃ is its pullback via κ. Choose also a Dirchlet
fundamental domain, D » M , for M centered at the lift γ̃p0q of γp0q. Let γ̃ptq, t P R, satisfy
κpγ̃ptqq “ γptq, where γ is the unit speed geodesic containing the geodesic segment tγptq : t P r0, 1su.
Then γ̃ptq is also a geodesic parameterized by arclength. We measure the distances in pR3, g̃q using




















p1 ´ βpτqqχ̂pτ{T qeiλτ pcos τ
a
´∆g̃qpγ̃ptq, αpγ̃psqqqhpsq dsdτ .
As in [3] and [27], we denote the R-tube about the infinite geodesic γ̃ by
TRpγ̃q “ tpx, y, zq P R3 : dg̃ppx, y, zq, γ̃q ď Ru (2.2.4)
and
ΓTRpγ̃q “ tα P Γ : αpDq X TRpγ̃q ‰ Hu.
From now on we fix R « InjM . We will see that TRpγ̃q plays a key role in the proof of Lemma 4.
Then we decompose the sum
Sλhptq “ S
tube








Soscλ,αhptq, t P r0, 1s.
Then by the finite propagation speed property and χ̂pτq “ 0 if |τ | ě 1, we have
dg̃pγ̃ptq, αpγ̃psqqq ď T, s, t P r0, 1s.
As observed in [3, p.11],
#tα P ΓTRpγ̃q : dg̃p0, αp0qq P r2
k, 2k`1su ď C2k. (2.2.5)
Thus the number of nonzero summands in Stubeλ hptq is OpT q and in S
osc
λ hptq is Ope
CT q.
15






p1 ´ βpτqqχ̂pτ{T qeiλτ pcos τ
a
´∆g̃qpγ̃ptq, αpγ̃psqqqdτ.
When α “ Identity, one can use the Hadamard parametrix to prove the same bound as (2.2.2) (see
e.g. [7], p. 9)
}KId}L2r0,1sÑL2r0,1s ď CλT
´1. (2.2.6)
If α ‰ Identity, we set φpt, sq “ dg̃pγ̃ptq, αpγ̃psqqq, s, t P r0, 1s. Then by finite propagation speed and
α ‰ Identity, we have
2 ď φpt, sq ď T, if s, t P r0, 1s. (2.2.7)
As in [8, p.456], one may use the Hadamard parametrix and stationary phase to show that |Kαpt, sq| ď
CλT´1r´1 `eCT , where r “ dg̃pγ̃ptq, αpγ̃psqqq. However, we may get a much better estimate for Kα.
To see this, we need to derive the explicit formula of the wave kernel on hyperbolic space. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that pM, gq has constant negative curvature ´1, which implies
that the covering manifold pR3, g̃q is the hyperbolic space H3. If we denote the shifted Laplacian
operator by
L “ ∆g̃ `
pn´ 1q2
4
“ ∆g̃ ` 1 pfor n “ 3q,
which has the property Specp´Lq “ r0,8q, then there are exact formulas for various functions of L



















If hpkq “ sinptkqk , then ĥprq “
?
2π


















Recall the following relation between L and ∆g̃ (see e.g. [13, Proposition 2.1])
cos t
a









































Thus, integrating by parts and noting that cos t
a
´∆g̃ is even in t, we get the following explicit
formula for the wave kernel “cos t
a
















where t P Rzt0u, and Gpvq “ J1pvq{v is an entire function of v2, satisfying






` ¨ ¨ ¨, as v Ñ `8. (2.2.12)
Lemma 2. If α ‰ Identity, we have
|Kαpt, sq| ď CλT
´1e´r{2, for t, s P r0, 1s,
where r “ dg̃pγ̃ptq, αpγ̃psqqq ě 1 and C is a constant independent of T and r.















{2 ď CλT´1. (2.2.13)
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Consequently, by Young’s inequality and the estimate on KId (2.2.6) we have
}Stubeλ }L2r0,1sÑL2r0,1s ď CλT
´1. (2.2.14)
Proof of Lemma 2. Since the formula of the wave kernel (2.2.11) consists of 3 terms, we should
















































Noting that J1pvq, J
1
1pvq are uniformly bounded for v P R and Gpvq is an entire function of v2, we
see that G1pvq{v is also uniformly bounded for v P R. Moreover, by (2.2.12), there is some N " 1
such that












































ď CrpC ` Crq,
(2.2.17)
where ρ “ |τ | ´ r. Hence
|Kαpt, sq| ď
Cλ` Cr ` Cr2
T sinh r
ď CλT´1e´r{2.
Remark 3. As pointed out in Remark 2, one may also obtain Lemma 2 by using the Hadamard
parametrix and the Günther’s comparison theorem.
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2.3 Proof of the main theorem
2.3.1 Oscillatory integral theorems
Now we are left to estimate the kernels Kαpt, sq with α R ΓTRpγ̃q. From now on, we assume that
α R ΓTRpγ̃q. First of all, we need a slight variation of the oscillatory integral theorem in [27,
Proposition 2]. Indeed, it is a detailed version of the estimates by Phong and Stein [18] on the
oscillatory integrals with fold singularities.




eiλφpt,sqapt, sqfpsqds, f P C80 pRq.
If φ
2






















Assume supp a is contained in some compact set F Ď R2. Denote the ranges of t and s in F by
Ft Ď R and Fs Ď R respectively. If for any s P Fs, there is a unique tc “ tcpsq P Ft such that
φ
2
stptc, sq “ 0, and if φ
3
























Dually, if for any t P Ft, there is a unique sc “ scptq P Fs such that φ
2
stpt, scq “ 0, and if φ
3
tsspt, scq ‰
























The L8-norm and the infimum are taken on supp a. The constant C ą 0 is independent of λ, a, φ
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and F .
Proof. Noting that the first part is due to non-stationary phase (see [27, p.15]) and the third part
simply follows from duality, we only need to prove the second part. As in [27, p.15], by a TT˚







ϕpt, s, s1q “
φpt, sq ´ φpt, s1q
s´ s1
, for s ‰ s1, and ϕpt, s, sq “ φ1spt, sq,
ãpt, s, s1q “ apt, sqapt, s1q.





qϕpt,s,s1qãpt, s, s1qdt. (2.3.4)
Using the mean value theorem, we have ϕ1tpt, s, s
1q “ φ2stpt, s
2q, where s2 is a number between s and
s1. By our assumptions, we see that there is a unique point tcps
2q P Ft such that φ
2
stptcps




2q, s2q ‰ 0. Let θ ą 0. Select η P C80 pRq satisfying ηptq “ 1, |t| ď 1, and ηptq “ 0, |t| ě 2.




















































































where C is a constant independent of λ, a, φ and F . If we set θ “ pλ|s´ s1|q´
1
2 , then



















2 , if s ‰ s1.
Hence,
ż




which completes the proof by Young’s inequality.
From now on, we will use C to denote various positive constants independent of T . Using the
Hadamard parametrix and stationary phase [8, p.446], we can write











´1λr´1´j , r ě 1. (2.3.5)
From the Hadamard parametix with an estimate on the remainder term (see [24]), we see that with
a uniform constant C
|Rαpt, sq| ď e
CT .
Noting that diampsupp a˘q ď 2 and we have good control on the size of a˘ and its derivatives by
(2.3.5), it remains to estimate the size of φ
2
st and its derivatives. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that pM, gq is a compact 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold with constant curvature equal
to ´1. As in [27], we will compute the various mixed derivatives of the distance function explicitly
on its universal cover H3.
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2.3.2 The Poincaré half space model
We consider the Poincaré half-space model
H3 “ tpx, y, zq P R3 : z ą 0u,
with the metric ds2 “ z´2pdx2 ` dy2 ` dz2q. Recall that the distance function for the Poincaré
half-space model is given by




2 ` py2 ´ y1q





where arcosh is the inverse hyperbolic cosine function
arcoshpxq “ lnpx`
a
x2 ´ 1q, x ě 1.
Moreover, the geodesics are the straight vertical rays normal to the z “ 0-plane and the half-circles
normal to the z “ 0-plane with origins on the z “ 0-plane. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that γ̃ is the z-axis. Let γ̃ptq “ p0, 0, etq, t P R, be the infinite geodesic parameterized by
arclength. Our unit geodesic segment is given by γ̃ptq, t P r0, 1s. Then its image αpγ̃psqq, s P r0, 1s,
is a unit geodesic segment of αpγ̃q. As before, we denote the distance function dg̃pγ̃ptq, αpγ̃psqqq by
φpt, sq. Since we are assuming α R ΓTRpγ̃q, we have
2 ď φpt, sq ď T, if s, t P r0, 1s. (2.3.6)
If γ̃ and αpγ̃q are contained in a common plane, it is reduced to the 2-dimensional case. We recall
the following lemma from [27, Lemma 5, 6], where γ̃ptq “ p0, etq in the Poincarè half-plane model.





Assume that αpγ̃q is a half-circle intersecting γ̃ at the point p0, et0q, t0 P R. If t0 R r´1, 2s, which
means the intersection point p0, et0q is outside some neighbourhood of the geodesic segment tγ̃ptq :






Figure 2.1: Poincaré half-space model
If t0 P r´1, 2s, then
inf |φ
2











where C ą 0 is independent of T . The infimum and the norm are taken on the unit square tpt, sq P
R2 : t, s P r0, 1su.
From now on, we assume that α R ΓTRpγ̃q, and γ̃ and αpγ̃q are not contained in a com-
mon plane. Without loss of generality, we set a ě 0, r ą 0, and β P p0, π2 s. Indeed, one
can properly choose a coordinate system to achieve this. Let γ1ptq “ p0, 0, e







1`e2s q. It is not difficult to verify that both of them are parameterized
by arclength. Assume that
tγ̃ptq : t P r0, 1su “ tγ1ptq : t P r0, 1su, tαpγ̃psqq : s P r0, 1su “ tγ2psq : s P Iu,
where I is some unit closed interval of R. Here γ2psq, s P R, is a half circle centered at pa, 0, 0q with
radius r. β is the angle between the y-axis and the normal vector of the plane containing the half
circle. Moreover, these two geodesics are contained in a common plane when β “ 0. See Figure 2.1.
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Now we are ready to compute φ
2
st explicitly and analyze its zero set. For simplification, we denote
d1 “
a
a2 ` r2 ´ 2arcosβ and d2 “
a
a2 ` r2 ` 2arcosβ.
Direct computation gives




, t P r0, 1s, s P I,
where A “ e2s`2t ` e2t ` d21e

























Denote P “ es`t, Q “ d21e
s´t, R “ et´s, and S “ d22e
´s´t. Since
4rcoshφ “ P `Q`R ` S,
taking derivatives yields
4rφ1tsinhφ “ P ´Q`R ´ S, 4rφ
1
ssinhφ “ P `Q´R ´ S.
Then we multiply both sides of (2.3.8) by 4r2psinhφq2 and use the hyperbolic trigonometric identity
psinhφq2 “ pcoshφq2 ´ 1 to obtain
4r2psinhφq3φ
2
st “ pa cosβ ´ rqpP ` Sq ` pa cosβ ` rqpQ`Rq.
This gives our desired expression (2.3.7).
We denote the zero set of φ
2
st by Z. Clearly, if r ď acosβ, then Z “ H. Assume that r ą acosβ.
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Figure 2.3: Zero set of φ
2




In the interesting special case β “ π2 ,
Z “ tpt, sq P R2 : t “ t0 or s “ s0u,





vanish at the point pt0, s0q, as observed in [8, p.454]. In general, if 0 ă β ď
π
2 , we have












X0Y0 ´B “ d
2
2. (2.3.11)
When β P p0, π2 q, the set Z consists of two disconnected curves. See Figure 2.3. It has four different
asymptotes:
l1 : t “ ln
a
X0, l2 : t “ ln
a
X0 ´B{Y0,
l3 : s “ ln
a
Y0, l4 : s “ ln
a
Y0 ´B{X0.
They intersect at four points, which constitute the “central square” in Figure 2.3. Clearly, the
“central square” converges to the point pt0, s0q as β Ñ
π
2 . We set









The points pt`, s`q and pt´, s´q are a pair of vertices of Z in Figure 2.3. They both converge to
pt0, s0q as β Ñ
π
2 . A simple computation shows that the straight line passing through these two
vertices, namely the “major axis”, is parallel to the straight line t ´ s “ 0. This fact makes the
“restriction trick” work in the proof of Lemma 4. Moreover, if s ą s` or s ă s´, there is a unique
tc “ tcpsq such that ptc, sq P Z. If t ą t` or t ă t´, there is a unique sc “ scptq such that pt, scq P Z.
These two facts are related to the oscillatory integral estimates in Proposition 2. Indeed, one can
see from (2.3.9) that
e2tcpsq “ X0 `
B
e2s ´ Y0





2.3.3 Bounds on the derivatives of φpt, sq
Given 0 ă ϵ ! 1, we denote the ϵ-neighbourhood of Z by
Zϵ “ tpt, sq P R2 : distppt, sq, Zq ď ϵu.
In particular, we set Zϵ “ H if Z “ H. See Figure 2.4 and 2.5. We decompose the domain r0, 1s
2
of the phase function into 4 parts:
(1) Non-stationary phase part: r0, 1s2zZϵ;
(2) Left folds part: r0, 1s2 X tpt, sq P Zϵ : s ą s` ` ϵ or s ă s´ ´ ϵu;
(3) Right folds part: r0, 1s2 X tpt, sq P Zϵ : t ą t` ` ϵ or t ă t´ ´ ϵu;
(4) Young’s inequality part: r0, 1s2 X Zϵ X prt´ ´ ϵ, t` ` ϵs ˆ rs´ ´ ϵ, s` ` ϵsq.






where the infimum is taken on r0, 1s2zZϵ. If Z ‰ H, then we have
inf |φ
2
st|{|t´ tcpsq| ě ϵe
´CT ,
where the infimum is taken on r0, 1s2 X tpt, sq P Zϵ : s ą s` ` ϵ or s ă s´ ´ ϵu, and
inf |φ
2
st|{|s´ scptq| ě ϵe
´CT ,
where the infimum is taken on r0, 1s2 X tpt, sq P Zϵ : t ą t` ` ϵ or t ă t´ ´ ϵu. The constant C ą 0
is independent of ϵ and T .
Lemma 5. For every muti-index α “ pα1, α2q,
}Dαφ}8 ď e
CαT ,
where the norm is taken on the unit square r0, 1s2. The constant Cα is independent of T .
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Figure 2.4: Zϵ and its decomposition, β “
π
2




2.3.4 End of the proof of the main theorem
We postpone the proof of the lemmas and finish proving Theorem 3. We always use C to denote
various positive constants independent of ϵ and T . Recall that there are at most OpeCT q summands
with α R ΓTRpγ̃q. We claim that the kernel K
osc
λ pt, sq of the operator S
osc






2 q. Indeed, one can properly choose some smooth cutoff functions to decompose the
domain r0, 1s2 and then apply Proposition 2, Lemma 3-5 and Young’s inequality to the corresponding
parts (1)-(4). Recall that Proposition 2 consists of “non-stationary phase”, “left folds” and “right
folds”. Since the estimate (2.3.5) on the amplitude holds, it is not difficult to see that ϵλ comes from
Young’s inequality, ϵ´2λ
3
4 comes from one-side folds(or stationary phase), and ϵ´4λ
1
2 comes from
non-stationary phase. Then Young’s inequality gives






Taking T “ clogλ and ϵ “ e´CTT´1, where c ą 0 is a small constant (c ă p12Cq´1), and combining
(2.3.14) with the estimates on Stubeλ (2.2.14) and K0 (2.2.2), we finish the proof.
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2.4 Proof of the bounds of the derivatives
2.4.1 Preliminaries
Before proving the lemmas, we remark that in the Poincaré half-space model

















Setting f 1ptq “ 0 gives t “ ln
a
x2 ` y2 ` z2, which must be the only minimum point. Thus the
distance between px, y, zq and the infinite geodesic γ̃ is
distppx, y, zq, γ̃q “ arcoshp
a
1 ` px{zq2 ` py{zq2q.




pcoshRq2 ´ 1. In the following,
we prove Lemma 4 and Lemma 5.
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2.4.2 Proof of Lemma 4
First of all, we need to derive some useful results from the condition that φpt, sq ď T . Namely,
pe2t ` d21qe
2s ´ 4rpcoshT qetes ` e2t ` d22 ď 0, t P r0, 1s, s P I. (2.4.1)
Solving the quadratic inequality (2.4.1) about es, we have
r
4coshT
ď es ď 4rcoshT. (2.4.2)
The discriminant of (2.4.1) has to be nonnegative:
16r2pcoshT q2e2t ´ 4pe2t ` d21qpe
2t ` d22q ě 0,









which are similar to the observations in [27, p.21].
Moreover, to get the lower bounds of the derivatives, we need the condition that α R ΓTRpγ̃q. We
claim that there exists some constant C independent of T such that




Indeed, we are going to prove the contrapositive:
r ě CcoshT and d1 ď
1
CcoshT
ñ α P ΓTRpγ̃q. (2.4.7)
We obtain this by showing that under the above assumptions on r and d1, the segment γ2psq, s P
r´lnp4r´1coshT q, lnp4rcoshT qs is completely included in TRpγ̃q, which implies α P ΓTRpγ̃q by (2.4.2).
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we can see that
tγ2psq : s P Ru X TRpγ̃q
“ tγ2psq : d
2
1e











d1 ď pCcoshT q
´1











which is equivalent to
pa2 ` r2 ´ 2pcoshRq2r2q2 ´ d21d
2
2 ě 0.
This means that the discriminant of the quadratic polynomial in terms of e2s in (2.4.8) is nonnegative.
Thus when d1 ą 0, the RHS of (2.4.8) becomes
tγ2psq : u´ ď e
2s ď u`u, (2.4.9)
where
u˘ “
2pcoshRq2r2 ´ r2 ´ a2 ˘
a





It is easy to see that
u´ ď
d22



















coshR, we see that





















u` ě p4rcoshT q
2
ñ α P ΓTRpγ̃q. (2.4.13)
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In the easier case d1 “ 0, we have u` “ `8. Consequently, we obtain (2.4.7), which is equivalent
to our claim (2.4.6).















Now we need to consider two cases: (I) r ď acosβ; (II) r ą acosβ.
Case (I): φ
2
st has no zeros and it is not difficult to obtain the lower bound of |φ
2
st|. Indeed, if d1 ě 1,

















Otherwise, we assume that d1 ě pCcoshT q








Case (II): Since φ
2
st has zeros, we prove the lower bound of |φ
2
st| on pr0, 1s ˆ IqzZϵ first. The claim
(2.4.6) is essential here. However, for technical reasons we only need a slightly weaker but useful
version of the claim:









d1 ě pCcoshT q
´1
r ě CpcoshT q7
. (2.4.15)
(i) Assume that r ď CpcoshT q7.
In this case, we use a “restriction trick” to reduce it to a one-variable problem. Let δ P R. We
restrict φ
2
stpt, sq on the straight line s ´ t “ δ and obtain a uniform lower bound independent of δ.
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Figure 2.6: Restriction on s´ t “ δ
Indeed,
|pacosβ ´ rqpe2s`2t ` d22q ` pacosβ ` rqpe
2t ` d21e
2sq|
“ pr ´ acosβq|e2s`2t ´ Y0e
2t ´X0e
2s ` d22|
“ pr ´ acosβq|e4t ´ pX0 ` Y0e
´2δqe2t ` d22e
´2δ|e2δ
“ pr ´ acosβq|pe2t ´ e2τ´ qpe2t ´ e2τ` q|e2δ,
where
2e2τ˘ “ X0 ` Y0e
´2δ ˘
b
pX0 ´ Y0e´2δq2 ` 4Be´2δ.




But t P r0, 1s implies that








Let Zϵ,δ “ tt P R : pt, t` δq P Zϵu. Since the straight line s´ t “ δ is parallel to the “major axis” of
Z, we have
distpτ˘, r0, 1szZϵ,δq ě ϵ{
?
2. (2.4.16)
See Figure 2.6. This implies
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|e2t ´ e2τ´ | ě 1 ´ e´ϵ
?
2 ě ϵ{10, for t P r0, 1szZϵ,δ.
Thus




If r ´ acosβ ě r`acosβ100 e
´2δ, then we use (2.4.16) again to see that
|e2t ´ e2τ˘ | ě 1 ´ e´ϵ
?
2 ě ϵ{10, for t P r0, 1szZϵ,δ,
which gives













ě Cϵ2e´20T . (2.4.17)
(ii) Assume that d1 ě pCcoshT q
´1 and r ě CpcoshT q7.
If |r ´ acosβ| ď 1, we can use (2.4.2)-(2.4.5) and our assumption to get
|pacosβ ´ rqpe2s`2t ` d22q ` pacosβ ` rqpe
2t ` d21e
2sq| ě Cr3pcoshT q´4,
since pr ` acosβqpd21e
2s ` e2tq ě Cr3pcoshT q´4 and pr ´ acosβqpe2s`2t ` d22q ď Cr
2pcoshT q2.
If |r ´ acosβ| ě 1, then d1 ě |r ´ acosβ| ě 1. Thus, pr ` acosβqpd
2
1e
2s ` e2tq ě Cr3pcoshT q´2
and pr ´ acosβqpe2s`2t ` d22q ď Cr
2pcoshT q3, which imply
|pacosβ ´ rqpe2s`2t ` d22q ` pacosβ ` rqpe
2t ` d21e
2sq| ě Cr3pcoshT q´2.






ě Ce´10T , (2.4.18)
which is better than the bound ϵ2e´CT . Since the lower bounds in (2.4.17) and (2.4.18) are inde-
pendent of δ, we finish the proof of the lower bound of |φ
2
st| on pr0, 1s ˆ IqzZϵ.
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Figure 2.7: distptc, r0, 1sq ď ϵ
?
2
Now we are ready to give the proof of the lower bounds of |φ
2














Part 1: Assume that
pr0, 1s ˆ Iq X tpt, sq P Zϵ : s ą s` ` ϵ or s ă s´ ´ ϵu ‰ H. (2.4.19)
We need to obtain the lower bound of |φ
2
st{pt´ tcq| on this set. A simple computation using (2.3.10)-
(2.3.12) shows that
s ą s` ` ϵ ô e
2s ą Y0e
2ϵ0 ,
s ă s´ ´ ϵ ô e




|e2s ´ Y0| ě p1 ´ e
´2ϵ0qY0.
Since the “major axis” of Z is parallel to the straight line s´ t “ 0, by our assumption (2.4.19) we
have tc P r´ϵ
?
2, 1 ` ϵ
?
2s. See Figure 2.7. Thus,
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Figure 2.8: distpsc, Iq ď ϵ
?
2
|pacosβ ´ rqpe2s`2t ` d22q ` pacosβ ` rqpe
2t ` d21e
2sq|{|t´ tc|



















“ pr ´ acosβq ¨ 2e2t
1
¨ |e2s ´ Y0|
ě pr ´ acosβq ¨ 2e´2ϵ
?





where we use the mean value theorem and ϵ0 ě ϵ.















Under the other assumption that “d1 ě pCcoshT q
´1 and r ě CpcoshT q7”, since |t ´ tc| ď 1 ` ϵ
?
2
and the lower bound (2.4.18) of |φ
2













Part 2: Assume that
pr0, 1s ˆ Iq X tpt, sq P Zϵ : t ą t` ` ϵ or t ă t´ ´ ϵu ‰ H. (2.4.21)
We need to get the lower bound of |φ
2
st{ps ´ scq| on this set. It is also not difficult to see from
(2.3.10)-(2.3.12) that
t ą t` ` ϵ ô e
2t ą X0e
2ϵ0 ,
t ă t´ ´ ϵ ô e




|e2t ´X0| ě p1 ´ e
´2ϵ0qmaxtX0, 1u.
If t ą t` ` ϵ, clearly we have e
2sc ě Y0. See Figure 2.3. If B “ 0, we have e
2sc “ Y0. If t ă t´ ´ ϵ
and B ą 0, then from (2.3.13) we get





e2t`2ϵ0 `B{Y0 ´ e2t
“ Y0 ´
B


















where we use X0Y0{B ą 1 from (2.3.11). Since the “major axis” of Z is parallel to the straight line
s´ t “ 0, by the assumption (2.4.21) we get distpsc, Iq ď ϵ
?
2. See Figure 2.8. Therefore,
|pacosβ ´ rqpe2s`2t ` d22q ` pacosβ ` rqpe
2t ` d21e
2sq|{|s´ sc|




















“ pr ´ acosβq|e2t ´X0| ¨ 2e
2s1

































Under the other assumption that “d1 ě pCcoshT q
´1 and r ě CpcoshT q7”, noting that |s ´ sc| ď
1 ` ϵ
?












So far we have finished the proof of all the lower bounds.
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2.4.3 Proof of Lemma 5
We only need to prove the upper bounds of mixed derivatives when α ‰ Identity, since the bounds
for pure derivatives are well known in [1], [3]. For convenience, we denote
Gpt, sq “ pacosβ ´ rqpe2s`2t ` d22q ` pacosβ ` rqpe
2t ` d21e
2sq,
Ept, sq “ A2 ´ 16r2e2s`2t.
Recalling the formula (2.3.7), we have φ
2
st “ 16re
2s`2tGE´3{2. By induction it is not difficult to see









β0G ¨Dβ1E ¨ ¨ ¨Dβ|α|E,









β0G ¨Dβ1E ¨ ¨ ¨Dβ|α|E.
From the condition that φpt, sq ě 2, we have A ě 4pcosh2qres`t. Thus,
A´ 4res`t ě p4cosh2 ´ 4qres`t.
If r ě CcoshT , then by (2.4.2)-(2.4.5),
E ě pA´ 4res`tq2 ě Cr2e2s`2t ě Cr4pcoshT q´2,
|DαE| ď Cαr









r3pcoshT q5pr4pcoshT q8q|α| ď Cαe
p10|α|`10qT ,
If r ď CcoshT , then by (2.4.2)-(2.4.5),
E ě pA´ 4res`tq2 ě Cr2e2s`2t ě CpcoshT q´6,
|DαE| ď CαpcoshT q










pcoshT q8ppcoshT q12q|α| ď Cαe
p18|α|`22qT .
Remark 4. The condition that α R ΓTRpγ̃q is essential in the proof of the lower bounds. However,




1. Generalize Theorem 1 to any smooth curves, or find a counterexample such that the log loss in
(1.1.3) cannot be removed. See Remark 1 for a detailed discussion. Also consider the generalizations
to higher dimensional manifolds.
2. Obtain log improvement for the L2 geodesic restriction bound on nonpositively curved manifolds
of dimension 3. Theorem 3 only considers the case of constant negative curvature. One of the tech-
nical difficulties is that these manifolds may not have sufficiently many totally geodesic submanifolds
(see [8, p.458]).
3. Study the optimal restriction estimates on the flat tori and hyperbolic manifolds. These problems
are related to the distribution of lattice points on the sphere, Lindelöf Hypothesis for the Riemann
zeta function and the quantum unique ergodicity (QUE) conjecture.
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